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I thought I completed this DLC before, but it turns out I barely begun it. I just completed it now and very much like the core
game, this DLC is so expansive. I put in about 40-50 hours alone. There are AAA games that don't have that much content in it
like this one does. The monsters in it are the exact same as in the core game, except this one also has a pteryx (the dodo-looking
bird) that plays a part various quests, including the main one. There's a sewer system that runs all throughout the city and has
several exits throughout the city, which is cool. The inspiration for this is clearly ancient Greece. You'll take part in fun quests
concerning ancient Greek society, such as debating legitimate philosophical issues, casting for a play and taking part in it (which
is funner than it sounds), etc. You'll do quests from contract boards which were all enjoyable to me. If you're into challenges
there's an easter egg hunt quest where you have to find five litanies (scroll-look alikes) in specific places without any in-game
help. That's a real challenge to do without looking online for help. I found three of them on my own and had to look online for
help for the final two. That's fun for people who like those kinds of quests and/or a challenge. It's hard not to give this DLC
anything lower than a 10/10. It was fun as hell and there was so much content (again, 40-50 hours) for one DLC that it competes
with many full-on, complete AAA games. Not to mention there are new weapons and armor sets (including a pteryx one) from
this DLC. Hell yes, I would recommend you guys to get this DLC. Specifically, the entire collection. I completed the core game
and wrote a review on it if you're on the fence about whether to buy it or if you're curious about wanting to learn more of the
game. I bought the entire collection (core game with the DLCs for $10 total-probably the best deal on this freaking site). I have
yet to play the Legend of Dead Kel DLC, but once I finish with that, I'll write a review on that DLC too.. In "Teeth of Naros",
the player joins a typical RPG party of a warrior, a thief, and a mage, as they set out to go through a dungeon and into uncharted
territory south of Dalentarth. Within 5 minutes, Murphy's law sets in, and the group is broken up, forcing the player to go on
alone. Upon reaching the other end of the tunnel, he or she joins forces with a qt Amazon colossus to end the problems plaguing
her people. The expansion features several quests with good variety, new enemies, new alchemy ingredients (a pain in
theu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665to collect), and a new weapon damage effect that comes in different qualities and is
salvageable for reuse in custom-crafted weapons. The new overworld is pretty to look at, but certain sections lack depth. The
real openness is found in some of the new dungeons. Overall, this DLC is well-worth the price.. Of the two dlcs for this game,
this one is the poorer one. It's story doesn't intrigue me and while beautiful it doesn't really over much in my opinnion. It isn't
bad, it is certainly good if you enjoy the game and it makes for a decent area but It feels bland overall and I found myself
consistently wanting to return to the main story, which I was in the middle of, while playing this.. I thought I completed this
DLC before, but it turns out I barely begun it. I just completed it now and very much like the core game, this DLC is so
expansive. I put in about 40-50 hours alone. There are AAA games that don't have that much content in it like this one does.
The monsters in it are the exact same as in the core game, except this one also has a pteryx (the dodo-looking bird) that plays a
part various quests, including the main one. There's a sewer system that runs all throughout the city and has several exits
throughout the city, which is cool. The inspiration for this is clearly ancient Greece. You'll take part in fun quests concerning
ancient Greek society, such as debating legitimate philosophical issues, casting for a play and taking part in it (which is funner
than it sounds), etc. You'll do quests from contract boards which were all enjoyable to me. If you're into challenges there's an
easter egg hunt quest where you have to find five litanies (scroll-look alikes) in specific places without any in-game help. That's
a real challenge to do without looking online for help. I found three of them on my own and had to look online for help for the
final two. That's fun for people who like those kinds of quests and/or a challenge. It's hard not to give this DLC anything lower
than a 10/10. It was fun as hell and there was so much content (again, 40-50 hours) for one DLC that it competes with many full-
on, complete AAA games. Not to mention there are new weapons and armor sets (including a pteryx one) from this DLC. Hell
yes, I would recommend you guys to get this DLC. Specifically, the entire collection. I completed the core game and wrote a
review on it if you're on the fence about whether to buy it or if you're curious about wanting to learn more of the game. I bought
the entire collection (core game with the DLCs for $10 total-probably the best deal on this freaking site). I have yet to play the
Legend of Dead Kel DLC, but once I finish with that, I'll write a review on that DLC too.. Awesome dlc! Must have!. Awesome
dlc! Must have!
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